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TakeMe Story

The Inspiration
Consider all the times you have wanted
to book a last-minute ride.

We have all known the frustration when the app is not reliable and takes incredibly long
hold times during peak hours. Taking note of such troubles, TakeMe was introduced to
be a trusted brand, with drivers whose professionalism far exceeds standards. Takeme
holds the torch for being the most spectacular ride-hailing service in KSA which provides
transportation services to the people of Saudi Arabia. With the aim to make conveyance
easy, and offer a reliable and safe method of transportation.

Our success defines our story. We are navigating our path by redefining the methods and
services provided. Empowering the people of the Middle East is the essential key point
of our plan. Our customers tell the tales of safety and convenience. We hold ourselves
responsible for providing one of a kind commuting experience. Our firm offers top-notch
riding opportunities for our customers. Not only this, but we also have a team of most
hardworking and dedicated drivers. Takeme hire drivers and allow them to drive after
intense scrutiny and evaluation. They are an epitome of trust and professionalism.

Our Mission
Takeme is a spearhead that provides the best commuting
option in KSA. We have cracked the issue of hectic traffic
and devised a solution. Our firm aims to achieve a stature of
being a savior in times of need. We have revolutionized the
field of safe and comfortable online ride-hailing

platform.

Seeking to achieve perfection and optimum results for our
clients is our fundamental mission.

Our Goals:
It is our essential and chief goal to help the clients to reach
on time

without any discomfort. Takeme considers the

journey to be more crucial than the destination. It holds
prime importance for our team to give the best to our customers. We summarize ourselves as:

Easy
Reliable
Safe

HOW IT WORKS?
For Riders
Add
your destination
1

Select
your car type
2

Enter your pick up and drop off location
and choose your desired payment method!

Select your preferred car type and book
your ride in less than a minute! Wait for
your driver to pick you up.

Book your ride
1
3

Once your ride arrives, hop in and enjoy a
comfortable ride to your destination!
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For Drivers
Accept
requests
1
3

Pick
up the rider
2

You will receive a ride request from your
current locality. Accept it to connect to a
rider!

You will receive your rider’s pick up location.
Use the in-built map to navigate and drive
there to pick your ride.

Drive to destination
3
1

2

Once you pick up the rider, start the ride and drive to your rider’s destination! End your
ride once reached.

What makes
us Unique?
1

Ultimate Safety

Customer’s convenience and safety is our
top priority. We are committed to giving
our customers a one of a kind
commute experience!
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Best Drivers

We carefully select our drivers to ensure
our customers have a comfortable journey.
Our drivers are experts that you can trust.

24/7 Support

We value customer feedback and take your concerns very
seriously. Our customer support works 24/7 to ensure you get the best of us.

What’s in it for
Drivers?
1

Extra
Money

TakeMe helps drivers increase their
income with the option to drive
whenever and wherever.
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Your convenience
first

We strive to provide with the best
driving experience. Our team works 24/7
to ensure you drive hassle free.

No Hidden Charges

We are highly transparent in our dealings and keep drivers fully informed about our fees.

Express
Ride comfortably on a budget. Our express rides are best suitable for smaller
distances at very affordable rates!

Eco
If you love more space, ride in eco! Take it to your daily college or work
commute.

Business
Ride in style, ride in luxury with our business cars. Our business fleet
comprises of all your favourite luxury rides!

SUV
Want to go to the airport with a lot of luggage or commute with a big family? Our
7-seater SUVs are for then!

Our Fleet
Options

Your every
day travel
Partner
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Contact Us :
Call: 9200 35 042
Whatsapp: 055 111 3503
Email: support@takemee.com

